
  
  My main aim of this semester was to focus on Internet Art as a genre and means of dissemination. 
My practice is primarily based in photography, but a huge part of my practice involves using my 
photographs as the basic building blocks to create more intricate digital graphic compositions. For 
this reason, my artist influence comes from a mixture of photography and graphic design, as well 
as print making and painting. Through my whimsical compositions, employing bright colours, 
layering and repetition, I aim to convey my fascination with digital and online culture. This year my 
work has been heavily informed by Internet Art and social media, placing a lot of importance on 
the power of emojis and GIFs. I have been researching the importance of emojis and how they 
have managed to gain so much prominence in how we communicate today; how they use simple 
pictorial elements to convey one or many messages, and the viewer/context-dependent 
interpretations emphasise their versatility. My ‘Peach & Aubergine xox’ series aims to draw 
attention to the linguistic value of emojis, by highlighting the innuendos of certain symbols and 
demonstrating their ability to convey a mood or message to the viewer solely through imagery. 
Taking this a step further, embedding QR codes into the prints to lead the viewer to corresponding 
GIFs acts as a commentary on digital society’s obsession with snippets of moving image, and in 
turn the overarching short attention spans brought about by social media. Also, by allowing the 
viewer to take the mobile phone GIFs away with them, I hope to mimic the freedom, accessibility 
and inclusivity of Internet Art. On the face of things, this project could be seen as just playful GIFs 
about emoji sexual innuendo, but really it is a comment on the linguistic power of emojis and GIFs 
in our digitally-driven modern communication.
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Stacy Liberatore (2019)  DailyMail.com [online] 29 October 2019

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7626887/Instagram-Facebook-ban-

sexual-emojis-including-eggplant-peach.html 

“'Facebook's about to start banning 
people for smutty art and butt shots. 
They still won't ban Nazis and TERFs 
because 'free speech,' but god help 
you if you use an eggplant emoji,' 
one user shared.”

“Instagram confirmed that the 
eggplant was blocked because it 
violated their community guidelines, 
Buzzfeed reported, which revealed 
users can still search for the gun, 
syringe and corncob emoji, a search 
for the eggplant results in 'no tags 
found’."

http://DailyMail.com
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7626887/Instagram-Facebook-ban-sexual-emojis-including-eggplant-peach.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7626887/Instagram-Facebook-ban-sexual-emojis-including-eggplant-peach.html


Keris Heading 
‘draaanks’ 
Photographic digital 
composition (with 
links to online GIFs)      
30x10 inches

original versions of:

Keris Heading 
‘wet :o’ 
Photographic digital 
composition (with 
links to online GIFs)      
30x10 inches

Keris Heading 
‘LY xox’ 
Photographic digital 
composition (with 
links to online GIFs)      
30x10 inches



prints on wall > viewing > 
QR codes > scan > Giphy



scan me!

Keris Heading 
‘wet :o’ 
Photographic digital composition (with QR 
code links to online GIFs)     30x10 inches



Keris Heading 
‘LY xox’ 
Photographic digital composition (with QR 
code links to online GIFs)      30x10 inches



sections from: 

Keris Heading 
‘peach & aubergine xox’ 
Photographic digital 
compositions (with links to 
online GIFs), prints various sizes 



If unable to scan QR codes, these are the links to the GIFs: 
(best viewed on mobile devices) 

https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/peachy-x 

https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/wet-o 

https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/xxxxx 

https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/pop-it 

https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/ly-xox 

https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/pg-15 

https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/draaanks 

https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/peachy-x
https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/wet-o
https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/xxxxx
https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/pop-it
https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/ly-xox
https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/pg-15
https://kheading101.wixsite.com/kerishcreative/draaanks




 My plan for a physical degree show, as outlined above, was to create a large square shape installation made 
up of my series of photographic and digital graphic prints, mounted flat on foam board. Each print would be 
a different shape/size (i.e. rectangles, squares, L-shapes) and arranged in a square composition along with 
solid blocks of colour, to mimic the composition of a QR code. My prints are composed of digitally 
manipulated photographic images representing emojis, edited in a bright and bold manner, with emphasis 
on layering and repetition. If the situation due to Covid-19 had not occurred; had I still had access to the 
photographic studios in university I would have liked to shoot some more emoji objects, so I am currently 
working with the shots that I already have, which will enhance the sense of repetition even further. 
Within the prints there will be subtle, yet visible, QR codes embedded which the viewer can scan with their 
smartphone and it will lead them to a GIF corresponding to the physical print. There are multiple QR codes 
throughout the installation each leading to different GIF which I hope will encourage a longer viewer 
engagement time. Having the viewer able to take some of this piece away with them out of the gallery on 
their mobile phone, I wanted to push this idea of free accessibility and sharing further. To give people the 
opportunity to take away a physical (i.e. not digital) piece, I would have a plinth or small shelf/basket on the 
wall holding a variety of post-card size prints of my work (including the embedded QR codes and my artist 
contact details); a variety containing each of the different prints that make up the full installation. People will 
be able to take these away with them as a free souvenir.







Final print 
composition

Keris Heading 
‘peach & 
aubergine xox’ 
Photographic digital 
compositions (with 
links to online GIFs), 
prints various sizes 



4m

4m

Initially I had planned to make my installation 2 metres by 2 metres, but if I get the chance 
in any opportunities to come, I would love to make the piece bigger. Approximately 4 
metres squared, to take up more wall space and further emphasise the overwhelming 

nature of the layering and repetition.



In the future if I had another opportunity to exhibit this piece with more time and funding, 
I would love to be able to display it on a very large installation made up of LED screens to 

further acknowledge the sense of digital communication.
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Keris Heading, Peach & Aubergine xox, Photographic digital compositions (with links to 
online GIFs), prints various sizes  

Over the past number of years, Keris’ work has become fascinated with the digital and online world. 
Combining photography with a strong emphasis on editing, she employs bright colours, layering, and 
digital compositions to create these luminous (and sometimes tacky) digital spaces that seem tangible, 
yet simultaneously artificial. Bouncing between, and merging areas such as still life, fashion, and 
graphics, her works tend to bare this kitsch playfulness, lightheartedly commenting on various elements 
of a modern digital society.  

This particular work focuses heavily on social media and Internet Art. By turning emojis into these real 
world objects, and in turn through editing back into their digital flattened objects, this piece explores the 
new kinds of communication and semiotics that have emerged in wider society, stemming from a social 
media enthralled culture. The addition of GIFs subverts the idea of art exclusive to galleries; encouraging 
inclusivity and accessibility, enabling the viewer to transport and share the work with ease (while 
hopefully inducing a bit of a giggle from the emoji innuendos).  

Keris describes her work as: 
“For the short attention spans, the quickly bored and the easily amused. (Much like myself).” 


